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V1:
You like squeaky clean, I like destruction
When I step on the scene, I cause disruption
You're like the violin, I'm like percussion
You like low key I like seduction
You like to walk slow, I like to run
You're so uptight and I'm so undone
You're black and white, and I'm technicolor
One million more of you, but like me there's no other
(other)

Hook: Hey I won't fall in love Prince Monotone 
Your broken record aint got nothing on my uh-oh, uh-oh
Drop that beat, give me bass, the crescendo
And turn me up, turn me up on this microphone
I could never ever see us together x3
If you wanna blow up, baby step your game up

V2:
You live reality, I live delusion
I'm electrified, nuclear fusion
You're always satisfied, I'm always restless
You're into simple things, I'm into reckless
I like the thunder, you like the breeze
You like to whisper I like to scream
If you're corona, then I'm the hard liquor
If you want to catch me up gotta run quicker (quicker)

Bridge: What makes you think that you got what it
takes, to handle me when all them other boys afraid,
coz' without lemons can't make no lemonade, no
lemonade.
I like the bumpy and the rocky and the gritty and the
choppy and the razored and the murkey and the
grimey and the dirty and the stained and the tainted,
and the raw the complicated, the edge, the intense, the
dark and contaminated
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